
The night sky is like a giant puzzle.
Hidden among the infinite number of

stars you can find dozens of
constellations. You can also search for
individual stars, planets and the moon. 

guide to

stargazing



Gather your

supplies

Blankets and pillows

Create a set up so that you will want to be
comfortable while taking in the night sky!

moon journal

Use our Moon Journal to observe the moon
and ignite your scientific curiosity!

sky map

Bring a sky map to help you identify what
you see. With a good star map, there’s no
limit to what you can find! Check out NASA's
to show you what you can see in the sky for
each day of the year.

flashlight

You will want to set up your stargazing in an
area that’s dark and without much light
pollution so you can see the stars really shine.
Bring a flashlight in case you need to read a sky
map, find the snacks or get your bearings. 

https://nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/planner.cfm


Gather your

supplies

snacks

A little something to munch on is always
helpful when you’ll be outside for long
periods of time.

telescope

Use a telescope to see these celestial sights
more clearly. If you don’t have a telescope
then you can borrow one from the St. Louis
County Library.

stargazing journal

Few activities are more memorable or magical
than simply lying back and staring up at the
night sky. Use our Stargazing Journal to record
what you see. Before you know it, you’ll have a
long list of discoveries. 

https://www.slcl.org/content/borrow-telescope


plan the best time
Check the sky forecast. Not all
evenings are ideal for stargazing.
Check STLtoday for the local forecast
to find a clear night.

Stargaze when there is little or no
moonlight and the sky isn’t cloudy.
Find an area away from street lamps,
neon signs and headlights. And give
your eyes a half hour to adjust to the
darkness.

how to get

started

slow down and relax
Plan to arrive and set up at or before dusk.
Turn off your phone. Give your eyes the
chance to properly adjust to the darkness
as it falls.

https://www.stltoday.com/weather/?weather_zip=63101#tracking-source=masthead


Constellations

Start with searching for the Big Dipper and
Orion’s belt — two of the easiest to locate. Once
you can find those, check out these
constellation guides from StarDate Radio and
Astronomy Magazine. You can also “connect the
dots” and find your own shapes in the night sky!

what to look

for

Meteors

These are sometimes called “shooting stars” or
“falling stars.” Meteor showers are particularly
delightful times to stargaze. 

Moon

If you’re observing the night sky for the first time, the
moon is a good starting place! Use our Moon Journal
to observe the sky and ignite your scientific curiosity. 

planets

More than just stars lurk outside our
atmosphere. On clear nights, you
may catch glimpses of other planets.
Venus is the brightest planet and can
be easy to spot with the naked eye at
certain times of the year.

https://stardate.org/nightsky/constellations
http://www.astronomy.com/observing/astro-for-kids/2008/03/learn-the-constellations


what to look

for

satellites
To glimpse a satellite, it's best to look at
dusk or dawn. Look for a slow moving star
(or series of stars) across the sky. These
orbiting "artificial moons" are satellites. 

stars
Many stars fill the night sky and your view of
them will shift as the Earth rotates. The
easiest star to find is Polaris, a part of the
Little Dipper constellation and referred to as
"The North Star" for its use as a night guide
throughout history.

the milky way
Earth is part of the Milky Way
galaxy which contains more than
100 billion stars. Locating the core
of the galaxy, you can find dust
lanes, star clusters and nebulas
giving it an almost smoky
appearance in the sky. 



Planets in the

Solar System

Mercury
This is the first planet closest to the
sun and the smallest in our solar
system.

Earth
Earth was once believed to be
the center of the universe, until
it was debunked by Nicolaus
Copernicus and Galileo Galilei.

Uranus
Uranus has the lowest temperature
of all the planets, with a minimum
atmospheric temperature of -224°C.

Jupiter
The Great Red Spot visible
in Jupiter is a storm that
has been going on for at
least 350 years. It is
massive enough to fit three
Earth-sized planets in it.

Venus
Venus rotates very slowly,

making one day as long as
116.75 Earth days.

Mars
Mars has two moons and is

the last of the terrestrial
planets along with Mercury,

Venus and Earth.

Saturn
Saturn's orbit

around the Sun
is every 29.4
Earth years

Neptune
One year in

Neptune is equal to
165 years on Earth .

pluto
Pluto is smaller than Earth’s Moon and
it snows red! NASA has gone back and
forth on whether it is considered a
planet but it is now considered a dwarf
planet.



5 ways families can enjoy astronomy

during the pandemic

Ever wonder how many stars you can

see in the sky at once?

The best place on Earth to see stars

Go stargazing indoors

STLtoday on

stargazing

https://www.stltoday.com/news/science/5-ways-families-can-enjoy-astronomy-during-the-pandemic/article_06499e5c-d05a-5c3e-a512-747699c4d34d.html
https://www.stltoday.com/news/science/ever-wonder-how-many-stars-you-can-see-in-the-sky-at-once/video_d6780668-735d-562b-b690-da55672fa072.html
https://www.stltoday.com/news/national/watch-now-the-best-place-on-earth-to-see-stars-and-more-of-todays-top/collection_ab650638-c787-59e6-87d1-5f4f868a973b.html
https://www.stltoday.com/online/go-stargazing-indoors/article_e09cdd68-798c-525c-a010-00fa1530a627.html

